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Introduction
Grey system theory is on the methodology of system thinking and system thoughts concrete manifestation, the original scientific significance. It with "the partial information known, the partial information unknown" small sample, poor information of uncertainty system as the research object, mainly through the generation and development of some known information, extract valuable information, to achieve a correct description of system behavior, evolution rule and effective monitoring [1, 2, 3, 4] . Grey system theory is the study of grey analysis, modeling, forecasting, decision-making and control theory [5, 6, 7] , it puts the general system theory, information about control point of view and breaking the law to the society, economy and ecology, such as an abstract system, and combining with mathematical method, developed a set of solve the incomplete information system (namely) of gray system theory and method. Analysis of grey system theory with the role of social science and natural science communication, can be an abstract system of materialization, quantitative, model, and do the best.
As the correlation degree and correlation analysis of grey system theory foundation is one of the main content of the research and application of the grey system theory [8, 9, 10] . For factors between the two systems, the time or the size of the correlation of different objects and change measure, called the correlation degree [11, 12] . Grey correlation analysis is based on various factors change curve geometric shape similarity degree, judging factors between correlation degree method, the basic idea is through the determination of reference sequence and several geometric shape similarity degree to judge whether the contact closely, it reflects the correlation degree of the curve.
Grey correlation analysis steps
(1) According to determine the evaluation index system of evaluation purpose. If m sequence data form matrix as follows:
Where n is the number of indicators, factors affecting the behavior of the system become more sequence data sequence, consisting of notes for ，i=1,2,3，…，m. (2) To determine the reference sequence (evaluation criteria) According to the comparative sequence to determine the optimal index set as a reference, to remember . The optimal index set respectively to the components in the International Conference on Advances in Energy and Environmental Science (ICAEES 2015) optimal value of index in the evaluation objects. If the index is positive polarity index, choose the maximum value of each evaluation index; If index is negative polarity index, select the minimum value. (3) The parameter values of dimensionless processing Due to various factors in the system data in a column may be due to the different dimensions, comparison, or in more difficult to get the correct conclusion, so the grey correlation analysis, generally for the dimensionless processing of data. Dimensionless processing method is based on the following two formulas the original indices into a dimensionless value , which makes ∈（0,1）, Eq. （1）is suitable for normal polarity index, Eq. （2）is suitable for the negative polarity.
and respectively the maximum and the minimum of each reference object. (4) Calculating grey correlation coefficient Calculation formula is:
（3）
In Eq. (3): =min , respectively the maximum absolute value and the minimum absolute value of and and; is distinguish coefficient of 0.5. (5) Calculating the degree of correlation The correlation is due to the correlation coefficient is a sequence and reference in the connection degree of each point value, so it is more than one, and information too scattered is not convenient to compare integrity, so it is necessary to each point of the correlation coefficient of concentration of a value, which is for the average, as compare sequence and the number of correlation degree between the reference sequence, said associated degree formula such as Eq. (4) :
（4）
(6) The degree of correlation sort Correlation value according to the size of the order, if , more similar to the reference sequence and compare sequence .
Traction energy consumption influencing factors of importance degree sort
Respectively determine the urban rail transit train traction energy consumption of various influencing factors of the corresponding indicators, specific results are shown in table 1. Due to a practical circuit of the circuit features (ramp, the curve radius) cannot be quantified data processing, and consider the train is fixed, so the grey correlation analysis indicators do not include the slope and curve radius and the train. Similarly, trains only consider the auxiliary energy consumption ratio of total traction energy consumption. In addition, because the length of the stop spacing is closely related to the station spacing, can approximate as part of the station spacing, so this article will stand average station spacing as a parking space and distance between the two factors affecting the common analysis indicators. Due to analyze the effect of various factors on the traction energy consumption of important degree, so the selection of the traction energy consumption as the reference sequence, the factors index as a comparative sequence. After the index dimensionless processing results which are shown in table 3. Table 6 the correlation between various influencing factors Calculation results show that the urban rail transit train traction energy consumption influence factors of importance to include: the train auxiliary equipment > design speed> running speed > station spacing > Full load rate.
Conclusion
This article traction energy consumption and relevant influencing factors are obtained by simulation data, using the calculation method of grey correlation theory to deal with these data, calculate the correlation of various influencing factors. Study conclusion shows that the auxiliary equipment, the design speed, the speed train, station spacing, the full load rate are five factors that affect the correlation value is reduced, in turn, in accordance with the relevant classification, train auxiliary equipment and design speed is significantly influence factors, the other for general influencing factors.
